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The Dressmaker
Tender
Prudence, at nineteen, is reckless, laughing, wild; the despair of her elderly
guardians. With her best friend, the subversive but very female Peter, she rackets
round the Irish countryside among her beloved horses and dogs. But she feels
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betrayed by Peter's growing interest in the new Master of Hounds, 'Saxon' Major
Anthony Countless. And what is Prudence to make of handsome Toby Sage,
neighbour, huntsman and accredited flirt? Or of an inexplicable haunting? First
published in 1928, this high-spirited novel with its subtle erotic undercurrents, is a
glorious story of a ramshackle, tolerant society and of Prudence's turbulent coming
of age.

The Weather Matrix and Human Behavior
Grania and Sylvia Fox live in the Georgian house of Aragon, with their mother, their
Aunt Pidgie and Nan O'Neill, the family nurse. Grania is conducting a secret affair
with Nan's son, Foley, a wily horse-breeder, whilst Sylvia who is 'pretty in the right
and accepted way' falls for the charms of Captain Purvis. Attending Aragon's
strawberry teas, the British Army Officers can almost forget the reason for their
presence in Ireland. But the days of dignified calm at Aragon are numbered, for
Foley is a member of Sinn Fein.

Human Behaviour in the Concentration Camp
"True and glorious indulgence. A dazzling example of a golden age mystery."
—Daisy Goodwin, author of Victoria and The American Heiress on The Mitford
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Murders Set amid the legendary Mitford household, Bright Young Dead is the
second in the thrilling, Golden Age-style Mitford Murders series by Jessica Fellowes,
author of the New York Times bestselling Downton Abbey books. Meet the Bright
Young Things, the rabble-rousing hedonists of the 1920s whose treasure hunts
were a media obsession. One such game takes place at the 18th birthday party of
Pamela Mitford, but ends in tragedy as cruel, charismatic Adrian Curtis is pushed to
his death from the church neighbouring the Mitford home. The police quickly
identify the killer as a maid, Dulcie. But Louisa Cannon, chaperone to the Mitford
girls and a former criminal herself, believes Dulcie to be innocent, and sets out to
clear the girl's name . . . all while the real killer may only be steps away.

Queen Lear
SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2018 MAN BOOKER PRIZE An eerie, watery reimagining of
the Oedipus myth set on the canals of Oxford, from the author of Fen The
dictionary doesn’t contain every word. Gretel, a lexicographer by trade, knows this
better than most. She grew up on a houseboat with her mother, wandering the
canals of Oxford and speaking a private language of their own invention. Her
mother disappeared when Gretel was a teen, abandoning her to foster care, and
Gretel has tried to move on, spending her days updating dictionary entries. One
phone call from her mother is all it takes for the past to come rushing back. To find
her, Gretel will have to recover buried memories of her final, fateful winter on the
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canals. A runaway boy had found community and shelter with them, and all three
were haunted by their past and stalked by an ominous creature lurking in the
canal: the bonak. Everything and nothing at once, the bonak was Gretel’s name for
the thing she feared most. And now that she’s searching for her mother, she’ll
have to face it. In this electrifying reinterpretation of a classical myth, Daisy
Johnson explores questions of fate and free will, gender fluidity, and fractured
family relationships. Everything Under—a debut novel whose surreal, watery
landscape will resonate with fans of Fen—is a daring, moving story that will leave
you unsettled and unstrung.

A Change of Climate
Drawn back to the estate of Tyringham Park from where her sister vanished years
earlier, Charlotte becomes immersed in the secrets that affect everyone connected
to this once great house and must find a way to escape her past.

Writers & Company
Tyringham Park
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From Guardian writer Paula Cocozza, a debut novel of the breakdown of a
marriage, suburbian claustrophobia, and a woman's unseemly passion for a fox
One summer’s night, Mary comes home from a midnight ramble to find a baby
lying on her back door step. Has Mary stolen the baby from next door? Has the
baby’s mother, Mary's neighbor, left her there in her acute state of post-natal
depression? Or was the baby brought to Mary as a gift by the fox who is
increasingly coming to dominate her life? So opens How to Be Human, a novel set
in a London suburb beset by urban foxes. On leave from work, unsettled by the
proximity of her ex, and struggling with her hostile neighbors, Mary has become
increasingly captivated by a magnificent fox who is always in her garden. First she
sees him wink at her, then he brings her presents, and finally she invites him into
her house. As the boundaries between the domestic and the wild blur, and the
neighbors set out to exterminate the fox, it is unclear if Mary will save the fox, or
the fox save Mary. In this masterful debut, Paula Cocozza weaves together a
penetrating portrait of marital breakdown, a social novel of wit and nuance, and an
obsessive love story that crosses new boundaries.

Good Behavior
Good Behaviour
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Jessica and Jane have been living together for six months and are devoted friends or are they? Jessica loves her friend with the cruelty of total possessiveness; Jane is
rich, silly, and drinks rather too many brandy-and-sodas. Watching from the
sidelines, their friend Sylvester regrets that Jane should be 'loved and bullied and
perhaps even murdered by that frightful Jessica', but decides it's none of his
business. When the Irish gentleman George Playfair meets Jane, however, he
thinks otherwise and entices her to Ireland where the battle for her devotion
begins.

How Are You Going to Save Yourself
"Sonie Marburg gazes across the bay at Boston's gleaming State House and
dreams of escaping form her childhood home, a cobbler's shack echoing with the
recriminations of her beautiful Russian mother. All her hopes seem to come true
when a summer visitor, Miss Pride, whisks her off to the shadowy libraries and
gilded salons of Beacon Hill. But Sonie finds that she is doomed to remain forever
an outsider, hovering on the fringes of a privileged world"--

Taking Chances
George Playfair, an Irish gentleman, tries to save Jane from her destructive
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relationship with Jessica, who is cruelly possessive

Devoted Ladies
A biting, dark satire of 20th-century Irish society, now back in print. Behind the
gates of Temple Alice the aristocratic Anglo-Irish St. Charles family sinks into a
decaying grace. To Aroon St. Charles, large and unlovely daughter of the house,
the fierce forces of sex, money, jealousy and love seem locked out by the ritual
patterns of good behavior. But crumbling codes of conduct cannot hope to save
the members of the St. Charles family from their own unruly and inadmissible
desires.

The Enchanted Hour
The Pumpkin Eater is a surreal black comedy about the wages of adulthood and
the pitfalls of parenthood. A nameless woman speaks, at first from the precarious
perch of a therapist’s couch, and her smart, wry, confiding, immensely
sympathetic voice immediately captures and holds our attention. She is the mother
of a vast, swelling brood of children, also nameless, and the wife of a successful
screenwriter, Jake Armitage. The Armitages live in the city, but they are building a
great glass tower in the country in which to settle down and live happily ever after.
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But could that dream be nothing more than a sentimental delusion? At the edges
of vision the spectral children come and go, while our heroine, alert to the
countless gradations of depression and the innumerable forms of betrayal, tries to
make sense of it all: doctors, husbands, movie stars, bodies, grocery lists, nursery
rhymes, messes, aging parents, memories, dreams, and breakdowns. How to pull it
all together? Perhaps you start by falling apart.

Good Behaviour
In the early 1900s Easter lives with her Aunt Brenda, her cousins Evelyn and Basil,
and their Great-Aunt Dicksie in an imposing country house, Puppetstown, which
casts a spell over their childhood. Here they spend carefree days taunting the
peacocks in Aunt Dicksie's garden, shooting snipe and woodcock, hunting, and
playing with Patsy, the boot boy. But the house and its inhabitants are not immune
to the 'little, bitter, forgotten war in Ireland' and when it finally touches their lives
all flee to England. All except Aunt Dicksie who refuses to surrender Puppetstown's
magic. She stays on with Patsy, living in a corner of the deserted house while in
England the cousins are groomed for Society. But for two of them those wild, lost
Puppetstown years cannot be forgotten.

Bright Young Dead
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I do know how to behave - believe me, because I know. I have always known'
Behind the gates of Temple Alice the aristocratic Anglo-Irish St Charles family sinks
into a state of decaying grace. To Aroon St Charles, large and unlovely daughter of
the house, the fierce forces of sex, money, jealousy and love seem locked out by
the ritual patterns of good behaviour. But crumbling codes of conduct cannot hope
to save the members of the St Charles family from their own unruly and
inadmissible desires. This elegant and allusive novel established Molly Keane as
the natural successor to Jean Rhys.

Other People's Worlds
If you're looking for a field guide to leprechauns, The Truth About the Irish is not
the book for you. But if you can handle a frank and funny look into the minds and
hearts of Irish people, you've been touched by that fabled Irish luck. Covering all
things Irish from Blarney to Yeats, renowned literary and cultural critic Terry
Eagleton separates the myths from the reality with his priceless blend of
sidesplitting humor, caustic commentary, and the honest lowdown on the beloved
and bewildering country of Ireland.

Good Behaviour
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Winner of the inaugural Booker Prize in 1969. It is 1956 and Townrow is in Port Said
- of these two facts he's reasonably certain. He has been summoned by the widow
of his deceased friend, Elie Khoury. She is convinced that Elie was murdered, but
nobody seems to agree with her. What about Leah Strauss, the mistress? And the
invading British paratroops? Only an Englishman, surely, would take for granted
that the British have behaved themselves. In this disorientating world Townrow
must assess the rules by which he has been living his life - to wonder whether he,
too, may have something to answer for . . .

Young Entry
Four young men struggle to liberate themselves from the burden of being black
and male in America in an assured debut "as up-to the-minute as a Kendrick Lamar
track and as ruefully steeped in eternal truths as a Gogol tale" (Kirkus, starred
review). Bound together by shared experience but pulled apart by their changing
fortunes, four young friends coming of age in the postindustrial enclave of
Pawtucket, Rhode Island, struggle to liberate themselves from the legacies left to
them as black men in America. With potent immediacy and bracing candor, this
provocative debut follows a decade in the lives of Dub, Rolls, Rye, and Gio as they
each grapple with the complexity of their family histories, the newfound power of
sex and drugs, and the ferocity of their desires. Gio proves himself an
unforgettable narrator, beautifully flawed and unstintingly honest, as he recounts
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both the friends' conflicts and their triumphs. Whether it's a fraught family
cookout, a charged altercation on the block, a raucous night in high-society
Manhattan gone wrong, or the troubled efforts of a drug hustler to go clean, JM
Holmes brings the thump and the heat of his scenes to life with the kind of ease
that makes us not just eavesdroppers but participants. How Are You Going to Save
Yourself illuminates in breathtaking detail an entire world-one that has been
underrepresented in American fiction. At times funny, often uncomfortable,
occasionally disturbing, these stories fearlessly engage with issues of race, sex,
drugs, class, and family. Holmes's blistering and timely new voice, richly infused
with the unmistakable rhythms of hip-hop that form the sound track to his
characters' lives, delivers an indelible fiction that has never been more vital and
necessary.

The Rising Tide
A Wall Street Journal writer’s conversation-changing look at how reading aloud
makes adults and children smarter, happier, healthier, more successful and more
closely attached, even as technology pulls in the other direction. A miraculous
alchemy occurs when one person reads to another, transforming the simple stuff of
a book, a voice, and a bit of time into complex and powerful fuel for the heart,
brain, and imagination. Grounded in the latest neuroscience and behavioral
research, and drawing widely from literature, The Enchanted Hour explains the
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dazzling cognitive and social-emotional benefits that await children, whatever their
class, nationality or family background. But it’s not just about bedtime stories for
little kids: Reading aloud consoles, uplifts and invigorates at every age, deepening
the intellectual lives and emotional well-being of teenagers and adults, too.
Meghan Cox Gurdon argues that this ancient practice is a fast-working antidote to
the fractured attention spans, atomized families and unfulfilling ephemera of the
tech era, helping to replenish what our devices are leaching away. For everyone,
reading aloud engages the mind in complex narratives; for children, it’s an
irreplaceable gift that builds vocabulary, fosters imagination, and kindles a lifelong
appreciation of language, stories and pictures. Bringing together the latest
scientific research, practical tips, and reading recommendations, The Enchanted
Hour will both charm and galvanize, inspiring readers to share this invaluable, lifealtering tradition with the people they love most.

Molly Keane
An Englishwoman is taken in by a duplicitous suitor in this “constantly surprising
work” from the Whitbread Award–winning author of Love and Summer (John
Updike, The New Yorker). Forty-seven-year-old widow Julia Ferndale can’t believe
her good luck—she’s about to remarry. What’s more, her fiancé, Francis Tyte, is a
charming actor and magazine model fourteen years her junior. Her daughters are
thrilled. Her mother is suspicious. But unfortunately for Julia, she keeps those
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suspicions to herself. After the wedding, Francis reveals a past that includes an
abandoned wife, a mistress and child, and the many others he’s used and left
behind to deal with his wreckage. Finding herself suddenly added to their number,
Julia is shocked out of her dream and onto a sobering journey that leads into the
savage realities of the world. “Pungent with the sense of evil and corruption.”
—John Updike, The New Yorker “All the gifts that were obvious in Mr. Trevor’s
earlier books are even more apparent here. . . . A book filled with narrative surprise
and shrewd social observation, and has, in addition, an edge of genuine moral
interest.” —The New York Times “Trevor is a master of both language and
storytelling.” —Hilary Mantel on Felicia’s Journey

The Knight Of Cheerful Countenance
When Oliver visits Pullinstown, he is introduced to wild days of hunting and
shooting, and to characters like his cousins, with their passion for horses and
trickery, and Sir Richard, elderly, but a match for his headstrong offspring. The
author has also written under the pseudonym, M.J. Farrell.

Don't Look At Me Like That
A biting, dark satire of 20th-century Irish society, now back in print. Behind the
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gates of Temple Alice the aristocratic Anglo-Irish St. Charles family sinks into a
decaying grace. To Aroon St. Charles, the large and unlovely daughter of the
house, the fierce forces of sex, money, jealousy, and love seem locked out by the
ritual patterns of good behavior. But crumbling codes of conduct cannot hope to
save the members of the family from their own unruly and inadmissible desires.

The Pumpkin Eater
This collection of plays from Marina Carr presents a variety of themes, articulating
deep-seated woes and resentments, exposing the sexism of language and religious
imagery, in these original dramatic works.

Devoted Ladies
Molly Keane (1904 - 96) was an Irish novelist and playwright (born in County
Kildare) most famous for Good Behaviour which was shortlisted for the Man Booker
Prize. Hailed as the Irish Nancy Mitford in her day; as well as writing books she was
the leading playwright of the '30s, her work directed by John Gielgud. Between
1928 and 1956, she wrote eleven novels, and some of her earlier plays, under the
pseudonym M.J. Farrell. In 1981, aged seventy, she published Good Behaviour
under her own name. The manuscript, which had languished in a drawer for many
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years, was lent to a visitor, the actress Peggy Ashcroft, who encouraged Keane to
publish it. Molly Keane's novels reflect the world she inhabited; she was from a
'rather serious hunting and fishing, church-going family'. She was educated, as was
the custom in Anglo-Irish households, by a series of governesses and then at
boarding school. Distant and awkward relationships between children and their
parents would prove to be a recurring theme for Keane. Maggie O'Farrell wrote
that 'she writes better than anyone else about the mother-daughter relationship, in
all its thorny, fraught, inescapable complexity.' Here, for the first time, is her
biography and, written by one of her two daughters, it provides an honest portrait
of a fascinating, complicated woman who was a brilliant writer and a portrait of the
Anglo-Irish world of the first half of the twentieth century.

Marina Carr: Plays 1
Angel, formidable hostess, social charmer and mother par excellence, confidently
awaits the return of her little boy from the trials of war. She could not anticipate
that the teenager who went away will return a grown man - bronzed and worldweary - a sophisticated American widow on his arm. Nor could she anticpate that
her irrepressible daughter Slaney will similarly throw herself into romance (without
asking her advice) and even her niece Tiddley will show an unexpected
determination in getting on with her life. Faced with domestic insurrection on a
grand scale, Angel will have to sharpen her wits to maintain her tyranny.
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Full House
Silverue -- an enchanting Irish mansion -- is owned by one of the most frightening
mothers in fiction -- the indomitable, oppressively girlish Lady Bird. Blessed with
wealth and beautiful children she has little to worry about except the passing of
the years and the return of her son John's sanity. To help her through the
potentially awkward occasion of John's return from the asylum she has enlisted the
support of Eliza, a woman she believes to be her confidante. But Eliza has her own
secrets and John's homecoming will prove the catalyst for revelations which Lady
Bird would much rather leave buried.

Loving And Giving
Those who suffered because of her might think of Mary that she hurt others,
herself she could not hurt; but Jer, knowing her betterknew she hurt herself
perhaps most deeply. Since the death of her parents, Roguey, Maeve and Jer have
cared for one another and for Sorristown, their elegant home. Together they have
fished and hunted, unravelled secrets by bedroom fires and sipped gin cocktails.
But this pattern of intimacy is about to be broken by Maeve's marriage to Rowley.
A week before the wedding, her bridesmaid Mary arrives. Meeting her for the first
time Rowley describes Mary as a 'factor for disturbance', little realising the extent
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to which his prophecy will prove true for each of them.

Everything Under
A Kirkus Best Book of the Year An Electric Literature Best Book of the Year A Lithub
Best Book of the Year A searing novel about longing, intimacy and obsession from
the award-winning author of Solace. When they meet in Dublin in the late nineties,
Catherine and James become close as two friends can be. She is a sheltered
college student, he an adventurous, charismatic young artist. In a city brimming
with possibilities, he spurs her to take life on with gusto. But as Catherine opens
herself to new experiences, James's life becomes a prison; as changed as the new
Ireland may be, it is still not a place in which he feels able to truly be himself.
Catherine, grateful to James and worried for him, desperately wants to help--but as
time moves on, and as life begins to take the friends in difference directions, she
discovers that there is a perilously fine line between helping someone and hurting
him further. When crisis hits, Catherine finds herself at the mercy of feelings she
cannot control, leading her to jeopardize all she holds dear. By turns exhilarating
and devastating, Tender is a dazzling exploration of human relationships, of the
lies we tell ourselves and the lies we are taught to tell. It is the story of first love
and lost innocence, of discovery and betrayal. A tense high-wire act with keen
psychological insights, this daring novel confirms Belinda McKeon as a major voice
in contemporary fiction, joining the ranks of the masterful Edna O'Brien and Anne
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Enright.

Time After Time
In 1914, when Nicandra is eight, all is well in the grand Irish estate, Deer Forest.
Maman is beautiful and adored. Dada, silent and small, mooches contendedly
around the stables. Aunt Tossie, of the giant heart and bosom, is widowed but
looks splendid in weeds. The butler, the groom, the landsteward, the maids, the
men - each as a place and knows it. Then, astonishingly, the perfect surface is
shattered; Maman does something too dreadful ever to be spoken of. 'What next?
Who to love?' asks Nicaranda. And through her growing up and marriage her
answer is to swamp those around her with kindness - while gradually the great
house crumbles under a weight of manners and misunderstanding.

The Land Breakers
Something to Answer For
Set in the stiff and mannered world of the Anglo-Irish upper class of the thirties and
forties, the novel follows young Nicandra as she endures the effects of her
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mother's evil and unforgivable deed and her own disastrous marriage

Loving Without Tears
A New York Times Notable Book Ralph and Anna Eldred are an exemplary couple,
devoting themselves to doing good. Thirty years ago as missionaries in Africa, the
worst that could happen did. Shattered by their encounter with inexplicable evil,
they returned to England, never to speak of it again. But when Ralph falls into an
affair, Anna finds no forgiveness in her heart, and thirty years of repressed rage
and grief explode, destroying not only a marriage but also their love, their faith,
and everything they thought they were.

How to Be Human
"[A] wrenchingly intimate depiction of a couple in the chilly, hibernal years of their
marriage.… [A book] with rare and unexpected beauty." —Wall Street Journal With
Midwinter Break, a moving portrait of retired couple Gerry and Stella Gilmore’s
marriage in crisis, Bernard MacLaverty reminds us why he is regarded as one of
the greatest living Irish writers. Through accurate, compassionate observation and
effortlessly elegant writing, MacLaverty reveals the long-unspoken insecurities that
exist between Gerry and Stella over their four-day holiday in Amsterdam, crafting a
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profound examination of human love.

Two Days in Aragon
First published fifty years ago in 1964 to great acclaim, The Land Breakers is John
Ehle's best-known work of historical fiction, chronicling the hard-won settlement of
southern Appalachia. A cinematic saga spanning the Revolutionary War years of
1779 to 1784, The Land Breakersrecounts in spare, unflinching prose the
challenges, setbacks, and small triumphs of the defiant men and women who were
drawn to the wilderness of provincial North Carolina. Eager for opportunity in a
land where the easy country had been claimed, Ehle's unforgettable characters
stake their lives on the settlement of the unnamed high mountain territory. Strong
and silent Mooney Wright is the first to make his way into the forbidding
mountains. Others steadily follow- the cruel patriarch Tinkler Harrison, his daughter
Lorry, the free-spirited Mina Plover. The Land Breakersis a paean to man's capacity
for work, and Ehle imbues the hardworking men and women of his book-the land
breakers of this young country-with nobility.

Midwinter Break: A Novel
To Ballinrath House, where purple bog gives way to slate-coloured mountains,
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comes Allan to visit his Irish cousins. No sooner has he arrived than he falls in love
with Cousin Ann, though it seems that she only has eyes for Captain Dennys St
Lawrence.

Boston Adventure
One glorious gothic mansion - Garonlea - and two rather different ladies who would
be Queen . . . Lady Charlotte French-McGrath has successfully ruled over her family
with a rod of iron until the arrival of Cynthia: beautiful, young, talented, selfish and engaged to her son Desmond. When Cynthia enters the Jazz Age, on the
surface her life passes in a whirl of hunting, drinking and romance. But the ghosts
of Garonlea are only biding their time: they know the source of their power, a
secret handed on from one generation to the next.

The Truth About the Irish
Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize: This psychological drama set in Liverpool
during WWII follows the courtship of a US soldier and an English working-class girl.
Rita is a passive and naïve seventeen-year-old who has been raised by two middleaged aunts: Nellie, a curmudgeonly dressmaker obsessed with polishing the
furniture, and Margo, a lively widow wise to the ways of the world. Rita’s father,
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whom she calls Uncle Jack, is too busy with his butcher shop the next town over to
pay much attention to his daughter. Regardless, surrounded by the ruins of houses
bombed in the Blitz, this strange family is bound together as they face wartime life
in Liverpool. The government is enforcing stringent rations on even the smallest
pleasures, and an influx of well-off American soldiers is wooing all the local girls.
Though World War II has dramatically changed the family’s standard of living and
altered their perspective of the world, Nellie is determined to enforce her
traditional ideas about the proper behavior and priorities of the lower middle class.
This includes hampering the romantic desires of both Rita and Margo. It is no
wonder, then, that Rita starts lying to her aunts about where she goes on Saturday
nights. She has fallen in love with a Yankee GI named Ira. Or rather, she has fallen
in love with the idea of this young soldier and all that he represents as someone
who can make her a bride and whisk her away to a lavish life in the United States.
But Ira is hardly the man she’s dreamed of, and a relationship is the last thing on
his mind. In a sinister turn of events, the years of stifled happiness finally catch up
to Margo and she betrays her young niece. And through this transgression, Nellie
reveals just how far she will go to enforce her rules, especially when it comes to
the furniture . . . Written in strategically-doled-out prose that keeps readers on the
edge of their seats, The Dressmaker is a thrilling historical novel about repressed
sexuality, sibling rivalry, and the dire consequences of bigotry. An immediate
classic in British fiction, it was shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize and made into a
film starring Jane Horrocks, Billie Whitelaw, and Joan Plowright. This ebook features
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an illustrated biography of Beryl Bainbridge including rare images from the
author’s estate.

Conversation Piece
In 1950s England, well-brought-up young women are meant to aspire to the
respectable life. Some things are not to be spoken of; some are most certainly not
to be done. There are rules, conventions. Meg Bailey obeys them. She progresses
from Home Counties school to un-Bohemian art college with few outward signs of
passion or frustration. Her personality is submerged in polite routines; even with
her best friend, Roxane, what can't be said looms far larger than what can. But
circumstances change. Meg gets a job and moves to London. Roxane gets married
to a man picked out by her mother. And then Meg does something shocking shocking not only by the standards of her time, but by our own. As sharp and
startling now as when it was written, Don't Look at Me Like That matches Diana
Athill's memoirs After a Funeral and Instead of a Letter in its gift for storytelling
and its unflinching candour about love and betrayal.

Mad Puppetstown
Durraghglass is a beautiful mansion in Southern Ireland, now crumbling in neglect.
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The time is the present - a present that churns with the bizarre passions of its
owners' past. The Swifts - three sisters of marked eccentricity, defiantly christened
April, May and Baby June, and their only brother, one-eyed Jasper - have little in
common, save vivid memories of darling Mummy, and a long lost youth peculiarly
prone to acts of treachery. Into their world comes Cousin Leda from Vienna, a
visitor from the past, blind but beguiling - a thrilling guest. But within days, the
lifestyle of the Swifts has been dramatically overturned - and desires, dormant for
so long, flame fierce and bright as ever.
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